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01 Background

1.1 Global Game Market Size
Global game market size In 2020 , the world's 2.2 billion gamers created an output

value of 108.9 billion US dollars. Among them, virtual goods are the main source of

income in the global game market, with about 72.9 billion US dollars, accounting for

67% of the total game market consumption . With the rapid development of the

Metaverse, the scale of blockchain game users continues to grow. In 2021 , the total

output value of the global game market will reach US$ 214.7 billion, a year-on-year

increase of 110.7% , of which the consumption of virtual goods will increase to

US$ 80.1 billion, with more than 2.5 billion players. Asia is the largest market in the

global game industry. In 2020 , the output value of the American game market is 63.5

billion US dollars, accounting for 58% of the total output value of the global

entertainment market , of which quizzes account for 45% , or about 28.5 billion US

dollars.
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1.2 Market Size of Global Competitive
Entertainment Industry
According to the estimates of well-known British sports companies, the global sports

entertainment market will reach US$ 536 billion in 2020. If various emerging markets

are added, the market size is estimated to have reached more than one trillion US

dollars. Competitive entertainment has gradually formed a trend , and the global

competitive entertainment market has continued to expand.

2020 , the U.S. competitive entertainment market will reach $ 166.2 billion , accounting

for 30% of the global market , ranking first. Monaco ranks second , with a market size

of US $ 114.8 billion in 2020 , accounting for a quarter of the global competitive

entertainment market .

Japan ranked third , accounting for 8% . With the rapid development of Internet

technology , the output value of the competitive entertainment industry has soared .

According to statistics , the market value of the competitive entertainment industry in

2019 will reach 45 billion US dollars . It is expected to maintain steady growth from

2022 to 2023 , reaching $ 841 billion in 2022 .

At present, the European tourism market and pan-entertainment industry, including

cross-border payment, shopping consumption, competitive entertainment and other

markets are booming. In 2022 , Monaco's tourism revenue will be more than 20 billion

US dollars. Taking Monaco, the fastest growing "sports entertainment" in Europe, as an

example, the country's sports entertainment net income will be 3.6 billion US dollars in

2021 , and it is expected to reach 5.8 billion US dollars in 2022 .

According to incomplete statistics, Monaco is currently one of the fastest-growing

competitive entertainment centers in Europe, with integrated resorts (integrated

conference facilities, theme parks)
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Resorts with features such as and competitive entertainment) such as City of Dreams

Manila, Solaire Resort and Athletics, and Genting Resorts World Oceanfront earned

$ 5.9 billion in 2021 , a 22.9 % increase over 2020 performance ; while in Asia Vietnam,

Athletics The entertainment is one of the projects under the Vietnam Special Economic

Zone ( SEZ ) plan in Phu Quoc and Van Don .

With the smooth progress of the " Belt and Road " Initiative , accessibility in different

parts of Asia is increasing; Cambodian casinos have three advantages of "low taxation,

simple game rules and loose policies", and the Cambodian sports entertainment

industry and tourism have three advantages. Gross revenue continues to grow. In the

long run, Asia's fast-growing pan-entertainment industry market will lead the

investment wave in the Asian tourism market and pan- entertainment industry .

1.3 Market pain points and opportunities

1.3.1 Pain Points of the Game Industry

Of course, traditional games rely on centralized server operation and storage

mechanisms, and they also face some pain points, such as: the concentration of

oligarchs continues to increase, and it is difficult for small and medium game

manufacturers to survive; Numerical opacity and arbitrary changes in rules lead to a

crisis of trust among users; channels and distribution revenue are monopolized by

giants, high-quality niche games are difficult to get ahead, and development costs are

high and the success rate is low; virtual assets do not belong to users and cannot

smoothly realize value circulation. Player experience; there are problems such as

hyperinflation in the game, players' interests cannot be guaranteed, and a large number

of game points and equipment items acquired by early players face the risk of

depreciation in the middle and later stages; the system between games is not

circulated, and the cost of player silence is high. The in-game assets cannot be

circulated between games, which leads to the elimination of all points and props after a

game's life cycle comes to an end, which greatly reduces the interests of players.

These problems, no matter how the technology is improved or how the game model is

designed, seem to be insurmountable gaps for centralized games. The birth and

development of blockchain technology has allowed people to see the dawn of solving

problems.
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1.3.2 Pain Points of Competitive Entertainment Industry

The traditional competitive entertainment industry has been developing for several

years, in which online platforms provide the most convenient channels for participants

to participate, but various problems have arisen in its development process. The pain

point of the industry is mainly attributed to the "crisis of trust", and the phenomenon of

shady and black-box operations emerges one after another. Because it is not included

in supervision and is not restricted by law, participants lack a safe and transparent fair

mechanism. First, in ordinary quiz games, players' choices are often accompanied by

the production of random numbers, but in the end, the results must be collected on the

platform to confirm the results, and the results may be manipulated by the platform, and

the platform can even affect the order in which random numbers are generated. The

whole process is not open and transparent and has been criticized.
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02 Break the game

2.1.1 The concept and characteristics of blockchain

( Blockchain ) is an organic combination of a series of existing mature technologies. It

performs distributed and effective records on ledgers and provides complete scripts to

support different business logics. In a typical blockchain system, data is generated and

stored in units of blocks, and is connected to a Chain data structure in chronological

order. All nodes jointly participate in the data verification, storage and maintenance of

the blockchain system. The creation of a new block usually needs to be confirmed by

the majority of nodes in the entire network (the number depends on different

consensus mechanisms), and broadcast to each node to achieve synchronization across

the network, and cannot be changed or deleted afterwards. From the outside, the

blockchain system should have the following characteristics:
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Global Liquidity

Since the blockchain is based on the Internet, blockchain assets such as Bitcoin are

also global. As long as there is an Internet, the transfer transactions of blockchain

assets can be carried out. Blockchain assets are circulated globally and have great

advantages over fiat currencies. Compared with the method of cross-border transfer

of fiat currency, the transfer fee for blockchain assets in the global circulation is very

low . For example, the early transfer fee of Bitcoin was 0.0001BTC , but it is a little

more expensive now. Others such as BitcoinCash network transfer fee is 0.0001BCC ,

Dash transfer fee is 0.002Dash , and Ethereum transfer fee is 0.01ETH . Compared with

traditional transfers, blockchain assets are also very fast, usually within a few minutes

to an hour.

Token Economy

According to the definition of the token school, a token refers to a negotiable digital

equity certificate. As a digital certificate, the token needs to have three

characteristics: tradable, provable and valuable. TokenEconomy is an economy that

manages “ Tokens ” . Among them, the encrypted digital currency based on

blockchain technology is an important part of the certificate. It utilizes the features of

blockchain technology such as anti-tampering, traceability and distributed accounting

to achieve verifiable qualifications, traceability of circulation, and guarantee of

personal privacy and transaction data security on the blockchain network. Its

advantages are very obvious. On the one hand, it expands the supply channels of
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products or services, and on the other hand, it can accelerate the landing of value

through means such as decentralization.

Multi-party writing, joint maintenance/Multi-party writing and joint

maintenance/Multi-party writing and joint maintenance The multi-party here only

refers to the accounting participants, not including the client using the blockchain . The

accounting participants of the blockchain should be composed of multiple entities

whose interests are not completely consistent, and in different accounting cycles,

different participants lead the initiation of accounting (the rotation method depends on

different consensus mechanisms), while Other participants will jointly verify the

accounting information initiated by the leader.

Public Ledger

The ledger recorded by the blockchain system should be in a state that all participants

are allowed to access. In order to verify the validity of the information recorded by the

blockchain, the accounting participants must have the ability to access the information

content and ledger history. However, public ledger refers to the disclosure of

accessibility , not the disclosure of information itself . Therefore , the industry expects

to apply many privacy protection technologies, such as zero-knowledge proof,

homomorphic encryption, threshold encryption, etc., to the district In the field of

blockchain, to solve the problem that the validity of information can be verified by

ciphertext operation.
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Decentralization

The blockchain should be a system that does not depend on a single trust center, and

the blockchain itself can create trust between participants when dealing with data that

only involves closed systems within the chain. However, in some cases, such as

identity management and other scenarios, external data will inevitably be introduced,

and these data require the trust endorsement of a trusted third party. At this time, for

different types of data, the trust should come from different trusted sources. third

parties, rather than relying on a single trust center. In this case, the blockchain itself

does not create trust, but rather acts as a carrier of trust.

Untamperable

As the most significant feature of blockchain, immutability is a necessary condition for

a blockchain system, not a sufficient condition. There are many hardware-based

technologies that can also write data once, read multiple times and cannot be tampered

with. Typical Examples are compact discs ( CD-Rs ). The immutability of the

blockchain is based on the cryptographic hash algorithm and the feature of multi-party

maintenance, but at the same time because of this feature, the immutability of the

blockchain is not strictly speaking, it is more appropriate to call it difficult to tamper.

2.1.2 The general trend

Blockchain " is not directly proposed in the Bitcoin white paper , but its solution to

solve the real, effective and tamper-resistant transaction records can be regarded as

the prototype of the blockchain system: after the client initiates the transaction, it

sends the transaction to the whole network. The broadcast waits for confirmation, the

nodes in the system pack several transactions to be confirmed and the hash value of

the previous block into a block ( Block ) and review the authenticity of the transactions

in the block to form an alternative block; then try to find a block The random number

makes the hash value of the candidate block less than a certain value. Once the number

is found, the system determines that the block is legal, the node broadcasts it to the

whole network, and other nodes verify the block and recognize that the block is legal.

At this point, the block is added to the chain, and all transactions in the block are

naturally judged to be valid. Subsequent transactions are analogous to the chain after

the block, thus forming a ledger chain in which historical transaction records are

continuously stacked. Any changes to a block on the chain will result in a change in the
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hash value of the block , which in turn causes the hash value change of subsequent

blocks to be inconsistent with the original ledger, so it is extremely difficult to tamper.

Based on the above scheme, Bitcoin has been running 7x24 hours a day by thousands

of distributed nodes for nearly 10 years, and no major vulnerabilities have occurred

during this period. People are gradually realizing that the blockchain technology behind

the operation of Bitcoin may be very promising, and it should not and will not be limited

to use in electronic currency transfers.

If you count from the birth of Bitcoin, blockchain technology has a history of nearly 10

years of development. At present, the development direction of blockchain can be

mainly divided into public chain and alliance chain: the former is represented by Bitcoin

and Ethereum, and anyone can join it at any time, and the records on the chain are open

to everyone; the latter is designated by the block chain. The participating members of

the chain form an alliance, and the business transaction information between members

is recorded in the blockchain, which limits the scale and authority of use.
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Do we really need blockchain?
IN META believes that the innovation of this entertainment competition joining the

blockchain is irreversible and will not be short-lived for two reasons. One, people need

real, valuable information to reduce the cost of trust. Computers and the Internet make

information sharing cheaper and more convenient, utilize information transparency,

optimize value chains, and improve collaboration efficiency. However, the unstoppable

false information and breach of contract are also troubling. Internet-based

dissemination and copying are also extremely easy. The cost that people invest in trust

has increased, which will inevitably hinder the further improvement of efficiency.

Second, people need a network of production relations that interconnect consensus,

behavior, and value incentives. Compared with the huge leap in productivity brought

about by the Industrial Revolution, the changes in production relations are less

dramatic. Human production activities are carried out centered on the organization, and

it is still a top-down, pyramid-level centralized structure. The more complex and

hierarchical an organization is, the more difficult it is to achieve objective and fair

distribution of benefits, and therefore, the more difficult it is to improve efficiency.

Blockchain integrates distributed storage, encryption technology, P2P network,

Metaverse, NFT and other technologies. It has the technical advantages of

decentralization and de-trust. It is called the Internet of Value. Blockchain is most

likely to solve the problem of trust between people and create a new network of

production relations - the Metaverse Network.
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03 Birth

3.1 About Sky Traveling
2022 , the IM Ecosystem independently developed by IN META will be officially

launched , with IM Wallet as the core, combining blockchain technology , NFC

short-range wireless communication technology , IoT technology , virtual reality

technology , NFT non-homogeneous Token , Bluetooth wireless technology , and

video game technology cooperate with each other to jointly create a

pan-entertainment payment ecological chain based on blockchain technology that

integrates functions such as payment, development, and entertainment.

Sky Traveling

It is an event quiz ecosystem based on blockchain technology in the IN META

ecosystem. It aims to build a decentralized quiz entertainment platform based on the

IM Ecosystem system. It makes full use of the characteristics of blockchain technology

and will solve the problem well. The unreasonable aspects of the current guessing

game industry: including the low rate of return that traditional guessing game platforms

have been criticized for; the lack of products available for participation in guessing

games; the non-openness and transparency of traditional guessing game platform
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operations, legal risks, potential platform The risk of escaping with money, financial

security issues, and doubts about the operator's cheating behavior, etc.

Relying on competitive entertainment and innovating the blockchain entertainment

model as its own responsibility, it is committed to building on-chain infrastructure for

pan-entertainment industries such as games, quizzes, e-sports, NFT , and Metaverse,

and building cross-border integration with blockchain. A blockchain entertainment

complex based on the entity pan-entertainment industry, which is a field,

cross-ecology, and globalization, provides an underlying platform with anonymity,

openness, reliability and fairness for technology developers and entertainment value

creators support.

3.2 Technological change based on block
technology
(1)Open up on-chain and off-chain entertainment payment scenarios Based on

blockchain distributed payment, it can provide credit endorsement for

entertainment-related industries, and use blockchain to store certificates and trace

the source. The active data is verified, so that the data can be shared across the

network and safely in the distributed database, avoiding unnecessary information and

data intermediaries, ensuring the security and authenticity of the data, and also

protecting the privacy of users. In the future, blockchain anonymous payment is

expected to subvert third-party centralized payment.

( 2 ) User virtual asset props are on the chain. Sky Traveling not only has a stable and

efficient blockchain network, but also standardizes the design standards of prop

resources in the game industry. Game developers will design their game props based

on the currency game chain. Such game props are unique and unchangeable.

On the platform of Sky Traveling , game props can be circulated very safely and freely,

which is a huge subversion of the industry. Such circulation is not only a circulation

within the game, but also a circulation between different games on a global scale. At

the same time that assets are on the chain and props are on the chain, it solves the pain

point that the public game chain in the past was difficult to form an ecosystem.

( 3 ) IM Ecosystem will open the open source API interface and SDK section on the BSC

ecological chain. Developers can upload their own applications to the DAPPstore for

users to download and experience with one click. All APP assets of users can be

converted with one click in the asset conversion center. Let fragmented time also

generate value.
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3.3 Design Concept
IM Ecosystem is designed with security, stability and scalability in the first place. In

addition, through the optimization of the block interval, block capacity, and consensus

algorithm, the available performance of 10,000 TPS can theoretically be achieved.

In response to various problems of the limitations of blockchain technology and

industry applications, IN META 's improvement plan is as follows :

1. Introduce a newly designed master contract , and complete the execution of the

contract through the common input of off-chain data and on-chain data as a trigger

condition ;

2. Achieve compatibility between NFC and blockchain technology ;

3. The fusion mechanism for the metaverse plate ;

4. Increase the consideration of compliance and provide an optional identification

module ( NFT module)

5. Realize the interaction between virtual and real world by using off-chain data as the

trigger condition of the master contract .
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In order to respond to the operating system and development needs of different users,

and at the same time to be truly open source , we provide different versions of the

system , and also provide mobile services , and encourage third-party developers to

work with us to promote the implementation of blockchain technology and

development . Create a blockchain mobile service that ordinary Internet users can use.

On the one hand, it absorbs the advantages of openness and transparency of the

blockchain, integrates into the current metaverse craze, reduces the cost of business

execution and makes the rules transparent, so that unfamiliar transaction entities can

trust each other; on the other hand, it absorbs the advantages of privacy protection , to

meet the privacy requirements of merchants and users for information and

transactions.

3.4 Mission and Vision
IN META hopes that through the construction of the IM Ecosystem nine-dimensional

universe, the IM Wallet will become a key to open the door of the Metaverse, establish

the industry standard of the Metaverse, promote the progress and development of the

Metaverse, and let the Metaverse enter the part of people's lives. middle.
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3.5 Sky Traveling Token Solutions

3.5.1 In Meta Travel Ecological Application Token

IMT (In Meta Travel) token is the base currency in the Sky Traveling ecosystem. In the

IMT network, it is used to participate in various kinds of competitive entertainment. At

the same time, IMT can also play the role of gold, which can easily conduct

international trade without any third-party settlement agency.

Role 1: Institutions accessing IN META

Banks, market makers, liquidity providers, etc. access the IM Ecosystem to act as

gateways. The main function of the gateways is to allow real world currencies to enter

the Sky Traveling cross-border trade payment network.

Role 2: Customer

customer is a Sky Traveling consumer, or a consumer enterprise, etc., and the relevant

parties participating in the Sky Traveling cross-border trade payment system jointly

participate in the confirmation of transaction information. During the transaction

process, once either party has not confirmed the transaction, the transaction cannot be

officially effective. Through this common verification, the risk of information opacity

is greatly avoided, and the risk of cross-border payment in cross-border trade is

reduced.
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3.5.2 Lottery credit system

Through blockchain technology , due to its unforgeability and inability to double

consumption , credit is greatly reduced and it is easier to establish credit. In addition,

the existing financial system has a very important principle called separation of money

and account. In the blockchain, money and ledger are merged into one, and it achieves

this through an interesting ingenious data structure. Sky Traveling can achieve

real-time reconciliation through blockchain without post-audit.

3.5.3.Basic expansion application

Sky Traveling will carry out deep application of big data for the data on the blockchain

and the data of the application layer . The corresponding encrypted hash is stored in

the blockchain and stamped with a timestamp through the blockchain technology, and

the data itself does not need to be placed on the blockchain , which can not only save

the network bandwidth of the blockchain , but also effectively protect it . In terms of

data security, on the one hand, it can be encrypted and stored , and on the other hand,

it can realize distributed data sharing.

3.5.4 Guessing is profitable

Sky Traveling is based on blockchain technology, and the system generates

cryptocurrency after players complete specific actions in each chain quiz.
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3.5.5 . Dividends from quiz income

IMT obtained by daily token pledge fluctuates in price and can be cashed out on

exchanges; there are also rewards for inviting new players.
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04 Operation

4.1 About the token
Ecological Token: IMT ( IN META TRAVEL )

Token Type: BSC/BEP20

Total issuance: 210,000,000

IMT is a new type of ecological token based on the issuance of Binance Chain, which

runs through the entire ecology and is the value circulation medium of the Sky

Traveling platform.
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4.2 Deflation mechanism
IMT can conduct unlimited black holes. The platform encourages users to actively flow,

and liquidity will bring about premium fluctuations and more tokens will be obtained. At

the same time, due to the reduction in the total amount, users hold Although the

amount of coins has decreased, the value has increased.

Transaction backflow

IMT has set up a return pool during the entire circulation process, and the withdrawal

of rewards will generate a return rate. The return funds will have specific data queries

for the development, construction, operation and maintenance of the platform.

Trading dividends

If there is no transaction, the system will deduct a part of the handling fee as the

treasury fund pool to stabilize the secondary circulation, and the fund pool will

distribute dividends based on the daily user transaction volume.

Pledge destruction

With the DEFI financial aggregator as the carrier, the platform will provide users with

high-quality strategic services, ( LP mining / staking mining / crowdfunding)

participants make value returns in the form of pledges, and the flow process will be

destroyed forever. The black hole is destroyed until the original quantity of destruction

is reached.
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05 Realization

5.1 Zero-KnowledgeProof
Sky Traveling adopts zero-knowledge proof and multiple account mechanism to ensure

the anonymity of transactions. Zero-Knowledge refers to the ability of the prover to

convince the verifier that an assertion is correct without providing any useful

information to the verifier. Sky Traveling uses zero-knowledge proof technology to

complete cross-chain and cross-smart contract technology . It can prove the

authenticity of the information without revealing the private information to the verifier.

When confirming the multi-signature of the transaction, there will be multiple public

keys (addresses) and a private key, so that the verifier can determine that the

transaction is True, but there is no way to know the sender address. Considering the

massive data interaction volume of Sky Traveling , we adopt an identification scheme

whose security is based on the difficulty of computing discrete logarithms.

Pre-computing can be done to reduce the amount of real-time computation, and the

amount of data to be transmitted is also reduced . many . In order to generate a key pair,

the parameters of the system are first selected: a prime number p and a prime number

q , where q is a prime factor of p – 1 . p ≈ 21024 , q>2160 , element g is a q -order

element, l ≤ g ≤ p – 1 . Let a be the generator of GF(p) , then we get g=a(p – 1)/

qmodq .

A trusted third party T distributes system parameters ( p, q, g ) and verification

functions (that is, T 's public key) to each user, and uses this to verify T 's signature on

the message. Given a unique identity I for each user , user A selects the secret key s , 0

≤ s ≤ q – 1 , and calculates v=g – smodp ; A sends IA and v to T reliably , and

obtains from T Certificate, CA=( IA,v,ST ( IA,v )) .

The agreement is as follows:

( 1 ) Select a random number r , 1 ≤ r ≤ q – 1 , calculate x= grmodp , this is a

preprocessing step, which can be completed before B appears;
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( 2 ) A sends ( CA,x ) to B ;

( 3 ) B solves ST( IA,v ) with T 's public key , realizes authentication of A 's identity IA

and public key v , and transmits a random number e between 0 and 2t - 1 to A ;

( 4 ) A verifies that 1 ≤ e ≤ 2t , calculates y=( se+r ) modq , and sends y to B ;

( 5 ) B verifies that x = gyvemodp , and if the equation is established, it recognizes that

A 's identity is legal.

Security is based on the parameter t , which is chosen large enough so that the

probability 2 – t of guessing e correctly is small enough. It is recommended that t be

72 bits, p approximately 512 bits, and q 140 bits . This protocol is a zero-knowledge

proof of s , without exposing any useful information about s during the authentication

process .

If anyone knows p or q , he will be able to easily construct zero-knowledge proofs to

double-spend anonymous transfers, enabling additional issuance of currency in an

anonymous system. Therefore, these secret parameters need to be safely destroyed

immediately after generating the public parameters. To this end, IN META specially

held a parameter generation ceremony ( ParameterGenerationCeremony ), and at the

same time designed a multi-party calculation protocol to allow multiple independent

organizations to cooperate to build parameters.

IM Wallet can not only achieve two-way encryption in the process of asset transfer,

but also can be applied to many other fields that require extremely high transaction

privacy. IM Wallet will integrate the instant messaging function on the client side. It

can not only realize the cross-platform transfer of tokens by using dark addresses, but

also can be used in daily peer-to-peer transactions.

-peer ( P2P ) communication, the mechanism of zero-knowledge proof is used to

achieve a high degree of privacy communication, and it is more capable of encrypted

communication across platforms.
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5.2 Technical framework

5.2.1 System Architecture

IM Wallet will support multiple types of digital assets. Each asset will be identified by

an asset ID , where the asset ID will be a 256 -bit string that distinguishes different

asset types. According to different asset Asset_IDs , we can establish the type of this

type of asset and associate it with this type of asset: asset generation program

( Asset_Issuance_Program is responsible for generating new asset units), asset

operation program ( Asset_Management_Program controls and operates a set of

assets ).

There are two types of assets running on the IM Ecosystem : IMT and assets.

IM Wallet design is to integrate and improve based on the script and the original

protocol concept on the chain, so that third-party service provider developers,

merchants, and consumers can create any consensus-based, scalable, standardized,

feature-complete, easy-to-use Developed and coordinated applications. IM

Ecosystem establishes the ultimate and abstract base layer by using the underlying
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technology of blockchain - the blockchain with built-in Turing-complete programming

language, enabling anyone to create contracts and decentralized applications, and set

up their freedom in it Defined ownership rules , transaction methods, and state

transition functions .

In the Sky Traveling system, states are made up of objects called "accounts" (each

account consists of a 20 -byte address) and groups of state transitions that transfer

value and information between the two accounts. Similar to Ethereum, an account in

Sky Traveling consists of four parts: a nonce, a counter used to determine that each

transaction can only be processed once; the account balance; the account's contract

code (if any); the account's storage ( Default is empty).

Sky Traveling will have two types of accounts: externally owned accounts (controlled

by private keys) and contract accounts (controlled by contract code). Externally owned

accounts have no code, and people can send messages from an external account by

creating and signing a transaction. Whenever a contract account receives a message,

code inside the contract is activated, allowing it to read and write to internal storage,

as well as send other messages or create contracts.
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( 1 ) Check if the previous block referenced by the block exists and is valid.

( 2 ) Check if the timestamp of the block is greater than the referenced previous block

and less than 15 minutes.

( 3 ) Check that the block number, difficulty value, transaction root, uncle root and gas

limit (many low-level concepts specific to Ethereum) are valid.

( 4 ) Check if the proof-of-work of the block is valid.

( 5 ) Assign S[0] to the STATE_ROOT of the previous block .

( 6 ) Assign TX as the transaction list of the block, there are a total of n transactions.

For i belonging to 0 ... n-1 , perform state transition S[i+1]=APPLY(S[ i ],TX[ i ]) .

Returns an error if an error occurs in any of the transitions, or if the program has spent

more gas ( gas ) than GASLIMIT up to this point .

( 7 ) Use S[n] to assign value to S_FINAL , and pay the block reward to the miner.

( 8 ) Check if S-FINAL is the same as STATE_ROOT . If they are the same, the block is

valid. Otherwise, the block is invalid.
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5.2.2 Exchange of on-chain assets

In this section we will discuss the most basic functions of Sky Traveling, which will be

implemented in the first version of Sky Traveling .

Transactions of asset income rights, holding rights, use rights, etc.: adopt the

registration form of intra-contract account transfer.

Redemption of assets: in the form of contract transfer out of APC . Account is a

concept abstracted by Sky Traveling , which belongs to the concept of contract layer.

Each account will correspond to a group of AUSD at the data book level. The sum of all

AUSD assets under the account forms the balance of the account.

The following are the basic concepts of the Sky Traveling data model:

Transactions

transaction is a basic operational transaction of an In Meta Travel asset, which is a data

structure containing input and output values.

InputInputs

It can be one or more digital assets of different types, or the output of a transaction;

Outputs

The post-transaction asset outcome is determined and is an asset manipulation

procedure that dictates how this output will be spent in the future. The input part of

each transaction must be a set of newly generated asset units, or the result returned by

the previous set of AUSD through an asset operation program, and these two inputs

must be verified by the above-mentioned issuing program. The verification process of

the issuing program is that parameters can be passed to the verification field

( WitnessField ) part of the transaction, and then the transaction is carried out if the

verification part passes. This part is somewhat similar to the idea of segregated

verification proposed by the Bitcoin public chain.

For example, the asset generation program and the asset operation program can initiate

an authenticity verification, given a message, generate a hash value of the message,

and then sign the hash value. From the signature ( Signature ) and the Hash value, it can

be verified whether the signature is signed by the private key corresponding to the

public key.
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5.3 Layered Architecture

At the lowest level, IMT is a collection of core smart contracts. These are the core

business logic of IMT and also support data storage.

On top of our contract is a Javascript library. This layer of JavaScript exposes the

interface of the In Meta Travel protocol to application developers. It abstracts away a

particular implementation choice ( for example, we now use BSC as the blockchain and

IPFS as the distributed storage ) . This layer also does not need to run distributed as a

smart contract or expensive software such as offline measurement verification.

Operations inside and outside the blockchain are merged here into a single coherent

interface. The top layer of In Meta Travel is the React Components library. It provides

components for developing software user interfaces on top of the web. This layer can

be accessed by any web browser and connected to the Javascript layer.
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06 Application

6.1 First Dimensional Universe - NFC Pay
Through the integration of the self-developed NFC interactive payment system and

blockchain technology, IM Wallet is currently the only encrypted wallet in the world

that can pay through NFC , realizing the application of blockchain in life and promoting

the process of combining virtual and reality in the Metaverse.

6.2 Second Dimensional Universe - NFT Digital
identity
Participating in the metaverse in the future must use digital identity. As the main

entrance to the future metaverse , IM Ecosystem has built-in tools for generating NFT

digital images. Uploading photos can quickly generate an exclusive NFT digital image.

6.3 Third Dimensional Universe - VR 3.0
VR interactive equipment is the most direct entrance to participating in the Metaverse.

The VR 3.0 equipment using Bluetooth wireless technology solves the limitations of
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usage scenarios. Anyone can enter the Metaverse through IM Ecosystem anytime,

anywhere , which is more in line with the needs of modern people.

6.4 Fourth Dimensional Universe - IM Games

In the metaverse game, players can build their own territory at will, and realize

diversified play methods through construction, cultivation, competition, and realization.

Trade freely under the new reward settlement mechanism to obtain higher-level game

items.
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6.5 Fifth Dimensional Universe - IM Social
Network
IM Social Network , data benefits are given to users through Zero - KnowledgeProof ,

and anyone can participate in various social activities through interactive devices,

whether it is sports, learning, creation, reading, all can create in IM Social Network .

value.

6.6 Sixth Dimensional Universe - IM Mall
IM Mall is based on virtual reality technology and combines e-commerce and physical

stores. People can enjoy an immersive consumption experience without going out .

Merchants in IM Mall can design their own store decoration , product color , style,

display effect, empower physical business , and promote the development of

Metaverse industrialization .
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6.7 Seventh Dimensional Universe - IM Chain
IM Chain is a secure, efficient and scalable fifth-generation underlying public chain

created by IN META through the self-developed heterogeneous multi-chain symbiosis

technology. Metaverse applications on Ecosystem .

6.8 Eighth Dimensional Universe - Cross Chain
The metaverse is composed of countless universes. Through the cross-chain

technology of blockchain, it can ensure that Token can transfer information and

transfer value between different metaverses under the premise of conservation of

value, realizing: information Interoperability, mutual recognition of identities, and value

sharing.

6.9 Ninth Dimensional Universe - IM Smart
Media
IM Smart Media combines IoT technology, Internet technology, and cloud technology,

allowing users to control the smart devices around them through IM Wallet while

participating in the Metaverse , realizing the symbiosis of reality and reality in the

Metaverse.
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07 Future

7.1 Ecological planning
1.0 Ecological Planning:

A. Basic products - digital financial quiz + LP token pledge

Sky Traveling entertainment ecosystem based on the blockchain system technology .

Let the game provide an interesting plot for ordinary players who want to enjoy the

game experience, and also provide an ecosystem for players who want to collect and

trade.

B. World Cup quiz ( Sky Traveling independently develops World Cup ecology for the

upcoming World Cup)

The blockchain-based online event quiz game can solve the time and geographical

limitations of C -end users, achieve full interaction with the scene and contribute

revenue to the event. Relying on the openness, transparency, and immutability of

blockchain technology, it completely solves unfair situations such as fraud and fraud,

and reshapes the trust system in the online competition industry.

C. DeFi 3.0

DeFi 3.0 is built on the basis of DeFi 1.0 and 2.0 , and provides efficient and

professional Farming strategies as a service to ordinary people who are relatively

unfamiliar with DeFi or Crypto , namely " farmingasaservice !! However, in the Internet

There is an important difference between the early days and today. Users purchase

IMT Token to provide funds for the agreement's treasury, and the project reuses these

funds to participate in various other DeFi projects, and uses the income obtained by

YieldFarming to buy back and promote the increase of Token value. .
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2.0 Ecological Planning:

Sports quiz + e-sports quiz + chess and card competition is the most important link

and way for the pan-entertainment industry to connect with other industries. For

example, with the development of quiz, various TV broadcasting fields have

participated in it, and the big data industry has joined it. As the next outlet of

blockchain technology, Sky Traveling 2.0 ecology makes full use of and exerts the

characteristics and advantages of decentralization, immutability, fairness and justice of

blockchain technology to realize the construction and development of new business

models in the context of the new era , which will completely subvert the existing

traditional quiz industry, traditional asset trading platform, and traditional foreign

exchange market acceptance industry with a market size of hundreds of billions of

dollars.
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NFTs Ecological Construction

exclusive NFTs of the IM Ecosystem distribution platform serve as the identity

representation of the platform, and at the same time, they are also replaced by various

skins, allowing you to have a different experience. With platform NFTs , you can enter

a higher-level entertainment quiz section in the 3.0 version ecology, and you can also

participate in The management of the platform, they have the right to vote on key

decisions of the IM Ecosystem system. NFTs users can collect tokens and resources,

and trade with other users, creators, project parties, etc. on the platform. Because

anything they collect in the platform is truly owned by the user, they can trade it to

other users (inside the marketplace or on other websites), transfer it to other users

through our tokens or even resell it.

3.0 Ecological Planning: Visualizing the Multichain Metaverse

Version 3.0 integrates the decentralized metaverse ecological platform of

DeFi+NFT+SocialFi+GameFi . As an extremely open, complex and huge system, it

covers the entire cyberspace and many hardware devices and real conditions. A

super-large digital application ecosystem built together.

In this virtual world, players can use the platform's NFT and IMT tokens to create and

own their own quiz entertainment, as well as profit from it. At the same time, the

platform opens up API interaction functions to support access to multiple ecological

scenarios.
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7.2 Team Introduction
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7.3 Timeline

Jan 2019

- Top technical talents from Apple , Google , a16z... etc. to form a team together.

Dec 2020

-IN META Global Technology Group was formally established.

June 2021

-The concept of Meta universe has attracted global attention. IN META

realizes the fusion scheme of various technologies through the meta

universe scene.

Feb 2022

-The development of the IM Ecosystem beta version has been completed,

and the first and second stages of testing have been carried out.

July 2022

- The IM Wallet test has been completed and launched on the Google Play Store .

Aug 2022

-IM Ecological Program -Sky Traveling .
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Sep 2022

-In Meta Travel white paper announced.

2.0 Ecological Development

Q4/2022/ IM Eco system opens API/SDK interface.

IM Nine-Dimensional Universe- IM Social Network .

Q1/2023/ IM Nine-Dimensional Universe- IM Chain test network is online;

IM Exchange Alpha version test.

Q2/2023/ IM Nine-Dimensional Universe- NFT digital image;

IM Exchange Beta version first and second stage testing.

Q3/2023/ IM Nine-Dimensional Universe - IM Games .

Q4/2023/ IM Nine-Dimensional Universe- VR 3.0 for phase testing;

IM Exchange Released candidate .

Q1/2024/ IM Nine-Dimensional Universe- IM Chain mainnet is online.

Q2/2024/ IM Exchange goes live .

Q3/2024/ IM Nine-Dimensional Universe- IM Smart Media .

Q4/2024/ IM Nine-Dimensional Universe- IM Mall .

3.0 Element Universe Ecology

2025~2030/ Metaverse application scenario IM Smart City .
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08 Disclaimer
Licensing and Approvals Licenses and approvals are not guaranteed in all jurisdictions.

IM Ecosystem will operate in full compliance with applicable laws and regulations. The

views expressed in this white paper are solely those of IM Ecosystem and do not

reflect the official policy or position of any government quasi-government, authority

or public body (including but not limited to any regulatory authority in any jurisdiction)

jurisdiction.

There are systemic and non-systematic potential risks in any investment project. The

contents of this white paper only describe the resources under the control of the

project, the actual development and long-term vision. They are used to convey

information and are not intended to provide any investment advice.

This document does not constitute or be construed as an invitation, request or

recommendation for any purchase or sale, nor is it a contract or commitment in any

form. As a new investment model, digital asset investment still has various potential

risks.

IMT ecological Token belongs to the digital asset category, and it is normal for the

price to fluctuate up and down. Investors need to carefully evaluate investment risks

and have risk tolerance; blockchain is in the early stage, and the supervision of

blockchain projects in various countries has not yet been determined, and projects are

not excluded. Changes in operations management. Disclaimer Once investors

participate in the investment, it means that they understand and accept the risks of this

project and are willing to bear the corresponding results. The IM ecological team is not

responsible for any direct or indirect asset loss caused by participating in the IMT

ecological project. The capital market is unpredictable, investment is risky, and you

need to be cautious when entering the market.


